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Access Product Solutions
WELCOME...

Loft Centre stock and supply a wide range of loft ladders, stairs, spacesaver stairs and spirals designed to offer practical, affordable and stylish access solutions. Loft Centre’s comprehensive range of off-the-shelf and fully bespoke products is supported by free technical and sales advice service, based on over twenty years of experience.

Loft Centre is a supplier of a unique range of its own products, together with an extensive selection from such esteemed manufacturers as Abru, Arke, Columbus, Dolle, Fantozzi, Ramsay, Rital and Youngman. Loft Centre is renowned for finding a solution that is right for your project.

Visit the website or contact Loft Centre for more information.

www.loftcentre.co.uk
Email: sales@loftcentre.co.uk
Tel: 01243 785 246
Fax: 01243 790 996

In the interests of product development Loft Centre reserve the right to amend specifications without prior notice.
DOLLE PROFI PLUS
This popular, top of the range folding loft ladder combines all the best features that Dolle has to offer.

DOLLE CLICKFIX
A high grade folding loft ladder offering a simpler assembly process and the highest insulation value on the market.

DOLLE HOBBY
Delightfully easy to use, the Hobby is suitable for all types of buildings; old and new.

Quality 3 section spruce ladder with deep non-slip beech treads
Supplied with hatch and lining
Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 2.83m
Two opening sizes available:
1150 x 570mm and 1200 x 700mm
20mm deep insulation to trapdoor
Easy counterbalanced operation
Extension kits available for higher than usual installations

Quality 4 section pine ladder with non-slip beech treads
Supplied with white faced hatch and lining
Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 2.85m
Two opening sizes available:
1150 x 570mm and 1200 x 700mm
70mm deep insulation to trapdoor
Easy counterbalanced operation
Supplied with one small metal handrail

Quality 3 section pine ladder with non-slip beech treads
Supplied with white faced hatch and lining
Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 2.74m
Opening size: 1150 x 550mm
70mm deep insulation to trapdoor
Easy counterbalanced operation
Supplied with one metal handrail

Quality 3 section pine ladder with deep non-slip beech treads
Supplied with hatch and lining
Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 2.85m
Two opening sizes available:
1200 x 700mm and 1400 x 700mm
70mm deep insulation to trapdoor
Easy counterbalance operation
Supplied with one metal handrail
YOUNGMAN EASIWAY
Durable and lightweight three section aluminium sliding ladder, perfect as reliable occasional domestic access.

- Sliding, light duty aluminium loft ladder
- Unique dual radius arm operation
- Comes with one metal handrail as standard (additional handrail also available)
- Suits existing hatch openings from 510 x 430mm
- Suits floor to floor heights between 2.3m to 3.0m
- Ideal for occasional domestic use only
- Unit complete with operating pole, door hinges and catch

YOUNGMAN SPACEMAKER
A flexible access solution, the two section Spacemaker is ideal for any domestic loft setting.

- Light duty ladder made from aluminium alloy
- Easy to use pivot operation
- Suits existing hatch openings from 460 x 410mm
- Suits floor to floor heights between 1.45m to 2.6m
- Optional handrails available
- Safe working load of 100kg
- Supplied with operating pole, door hinges and catch

ABRU EASYSTOW
The ‘Easy Stow’ system allows smooth deployment of the sturdy three section aluminium sliding ladder.

- Spring system prevents ladder dropping when lowered
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.0m
- Supplied with handrail and operating pole
- Max. working load of 150kg
- Compliant with EN14975

DOLLE CLICKFIX MINI
All the advantages of a quality timber folding loft ladder with a smaller hatch.

- Quality 4 section pine ladder with non-slip beech treads
- Supplied with white faced hatch and lining
- Two opening sizes available: 925 x 600mm and 925 x 700mm
- 30mm deep insulation to trapdoor
- Draught excluder contained in the timber lining
- Easy counterbalanced operation
- Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 2.74m
- No storage space needed in the loft as ladder stores on the trapdoor
- Quick and simple assembly using patented ClickFix technology

DOLLE F30
A quality folding loft ladder, but with the added bonus of a 30 min. fire resistant trapdoor.

- Quality 3 section folding pine ladder with deep non-slip beech treads
- Supplied with hatch and lining
- Suits a variety of opening sizes
- 50mm deep insulation to white faced trap door
- Easy counterbalance operation
- Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 2.88m
- Optional handrails available

DOLLE F30
A quality folding loft ladder, but with the added bonus of a 30 min. fire resistant trapdoor.

- Quality 3 section folding pine ladder with deep non-slip beech treads
- Supplied with hatch and lining
- Suits a variety of opening sizes
- 50mm deep insulation to white faced trap door
- Easy counterbalance operation
- Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 2.88m
- Optional handrails available

DOLLE CLICKFIX MINI
All the advantages of a quality timber folding loft ladder with a smaller hatch.

- Quality 4 section pine ladder with non-slip beech treads
- Supplied with white faced hatch and lining
- Two opening sizes available: 925 x 600mm and 925 x 700mm
- 30mm deep insulation to trapdoor
- Draught excluder contained in the timber lining
- Easy counterbalanced operation
- Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 2.74m
- No storage space needed in the loft as ladder stores on the trapdoor
- Quick and simple assembly using patented ClickFix technology

DOLLE F30
A quality folding loft ladder, but with the added bonus of a 30 min. fire resistant trapdoor.

- Quality 3 section folding pine ladder with deep non-slip beech treads
- Supplied with hatch and lining
- Suits a variety of opening sizes
- 50mm deep insulation to white faced trap door
- Easy counterbalance operation
- Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 2.88m
- Optional handrails available

DOLLE CLICKFIX MINI
All the advantages of a quality timber folding loft ladder with a smaller hatch.

- Quality 4 section pine ladder with non-slip beech treads
- Supplied with white faced hatch and lining
- Two opening sizes available: 925 x 600mm and 925 x 700mm
- 30mm deep insulation to trapdoor
- Draught excluder contained in the timber lining
- Easy counterbalanced operation
- Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 2.74m
- No storage space needed in the loft as ladder stores on the trapdoor
- Quick and simple assembly using patented ClickFix technology
YOUNGMAN DELUXE

Heavy duty rated sliding aluminium loft ladder, designed for frequent use in home and workplace alike.

- Suitable for domestic and commercial applications
- High strength extruded aluminium construction
- Complete with spring assisted pivot arm for easy operation
- Suits floor to floor heights from 2.3m to 3.25m, and opening sizes from 700 x 520mm
- 75mm deep slip-resistant treads
- Supplied with two handrails
- Compliant with EN 14975
- Complete with operating pole and fittings

RAMSAY 2 SECTION

With its robust design, the Ramsay two section ladder is a functional and reliable access solution.

- Fits most existing loft hatches
- Suitable for domestic, commercial or industrial use
- High strength extruded aluminium construction
- Spring assisted operation
- Five lengths available to suit floor to floor heights from 2.29m to 3.66m
- Extra deep non-slip treads (90mm)
- Complete with operating pole and fittings

COLUMBUS PICCOLO PREMIUM

A high grade standalone concertina ladder supplied without hatch, suitable for a range of applications.

- Counterbalance spring system allows smooth deployment of ladder
- Concertina ladder made of aluminium alloy
- Four sizes available which can reach floor to floor heights up to 3.15m
- Stores completely within loft opening
- Telescopic handrails available
**COLUMBUS MINI**

A high quality concertina ladder designed specifically to offer reliable access to smaller applications.

- Aluminium alloy concertina ladder
- Treads measure 330mm wide and 80mm deep
- Available in a variety of opening sizes
- Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 3.25m
- Supplied with timber hatch lining and trapdoor
- 36mm Insulated white faced trapdoor
- Integral spring hardware system for ease of operation
- Telescopic handrails available
- Tested to EN 14975 with a 150kg per tread resilience
- Made to measure sizes available

**DOLLE ALUFIX**

Lightweight range of concertina loft ladders, available in 3 sizes, designed to stow within the hatch space.

- Manufactured from high quality extruded aluminium alloy
- Spring assisted operation
- Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 2.96m
- To suit minimum opening of 450 x 600mm
- Deep and wide non-slip treads (80 x 340mm)
- Simple to install into a new or existing opening

---

**YOUNGMAN TELESCOPIC**

Suitable for domestic and commercial use and designed to withstand tough working conditions.

- Two models available which suit floor to floor heights up to 2.88m
- Aluminium ladder with steel brackets
- 400mm wide ladder with 310mm useable tread width
- Min. hatch opening size of 600 x 510mm
- Supplied with operating pole
- Max working load of 150kg

**COLUMBUS JUNIOR**

With a variety of standard sizes and wide range of heights served, the Junior is a flexible and reliable option.

- Die-cast aluminium concertina ladder
- Variety of standard sizes to suit a floor to ceiling height up to 3.39m
- Heavy duty rated up to 200kg
- Complete with backboard and operating pole (hatch not included)
- Optional handrails are available
- Stows completely within the hatch space

**COLUMBUS EXKLUSIV**

A reliable and robust heavy duty aluminium alloy loft ladder, ideal for commercial applications.

- Supplied complete with draught proofed timber hatch and timber lining
- Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 4.3m
- Variety of opening sizes available
- Effortless counterbalance lift system
- Telescopic handrails available
- Optional insulation, 30 min and 90 min fire rated options and top opening facilities available
FANTOZZI TRE

A heavy duty, 3 section, steel folding ladder suitable for ceiling heights of up to 5 metres.
- Available in two models; standard (as picture) or deluxe
- Deluxe model supplied with a white finished ladder & hatchbox
- Supplied with timber trapdoor and steel hatch box
- Counterbalanced spring operation for ease of use
- Ladder stores completely within hatch space
- Available for a variety of opening sizes
- Double handrails on both sides
- Two top exit grab rails provided
- Complete with operating pole, full instructions and fittings

FANTOZZI QUATTRO

A heavy duty 4 section, steel folding ladder suitable for a range of opening sizes & ceiling heights up to 4 metres.
- Available in two models; standard or deluxe
- Supplied with timber trapdoor and steel hatch box
- Ladder stores completely within hatch space
- Two top exit grab rails to assist the user
- Double handrails on both sides

FANTOZZI SVEZIA

This zinc plated steel ladder, complete with hatchbox and timber trapdoor offers a robust access solution.
- Hatchbox constructed from 1.2mm thick steel
- Can suit a variety of opening sizes
- Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 3.2m
- Fitted with one telescopic handrail
- Two exit grab rails supplied
- Concertina ladder stores completely within hatch space

FANTOZZI ALLUMINIO

Manufactured from aluminium the Alluminio is a stylish and reliable concertina ladder.
- Supplied with steel hatchbox and timber trapdoor
- Can suit a variety of opening sizes
- Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 3.2m
- Fitted with one telescopic handrail
- Two exit grab rails supplied
- Concertina ladder stores completely within hatch space

COLUMBUS ROOF EXIT LADDER

Fully weather proofed roof access system, complete with concertina ladder, timber hatchbox and trapdoor.
- Waterproof galvanised steel roof hatch
- Aluminium concertina ladder stores within hatchbox and behind the timber trapdoor
- Can suit a variety of opening sizes
- Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 4.3m
- Fitted with one telescopic handrail
- Fire proofing options are available
LOFT LADDERS VERTICAL APPLICATION

FANTOZZI ALLUMINIO VERTICAL
Adapting the Alluminio ladder for use with vertical doors, this option offers a safe and secure climb.

- Supplied with steel hatchbox and timber trapdoor
- Can suit a variety of opening sizes
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.25m
- Stores completely within hatch space
- Counterbalanced spring operation for ease of use
- One handrail supplied as standard

COLUMBUS JUNIOR VERTICAL
A ladder that offers flexible access to even the most unconventional vertical openings.

- High quality die-cast aluminium concertina ladder (hatch not included)
- 4 sizes available to reach floor to floor heights of up to 3.5m
- Adjustable spring hardware mechanism supplied
- Suitable for vertical applications and mezzanine floor areas
- Telescopic handrails available

COLUMBUS EXKLUSIV VERTICAL
Combining precision engineering with effortless operation, this ladder offers reliable access to vertical openings.

- Stores upright behind trapdoor
- Spring assisted operation
- Ladder constructed from die-cast aluminium
- Can suit a variety of opening sizes
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.39m
- Optional telescopic handrails are available
- Unit complete with operating pole

DOLLE ALUFIX VERTICAL
A ready to fit product, straight into your existing vertical opening or to a mezzanine floor.

- High quality extruded aluminium alloy concertina ladder
- 3 sizes available to reach floor to floor heights of up to 2.88m
- Deep and wide non-slip treads (80 x 340mm)
- Concertina stows in a vertical position
- Does not come supplied with a trapdoor/hatch

MINI VERTICAL CARRIAGE LADDER
For vertical openings or mezzanines, the MCL is a practical and hard-wearing ladder for lower floor heights (for domestic use only).

- Light duty aluminium sliding ladder complete with handrail
- Specially designed carriage board enables unit to slide clear of floor’s edge
- Dual radius arm operation allows smooth deployment of ladder
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.92m

ALUMINIUM VERTICAL CARRIAGE LADDER
The Aluminium VCL is ideal where a sturdy means of access is required.

- Heavy duty aluminium 2 section sliding ladder
- Specially designed carriage board mounted on nylon rollers enables unit to roll quietly clear of edge
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.21m
- Spring counterbalance system ensures smooth deployment
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DOLLE DSF

Available as a fixed ladder, or with hook and bar accessory, the DSF is an excellent permanent access option.

- Heavy duty ladder manufactured with pine strings and beech treads
- Comes as one complete unit which is quick and easy to install
- Non-slip treads and dovetail assembly, 400mm ladder width
- Fixed timber ladder at 70° climb
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.9m. Individual tread rise – 237mm
- Also available with optional handrails and hook and bar set

CAERNARVON

Hand crafted stairway manufactured in ash; ideal as a retractable alternative to a fixed stair.

- Excellent alternative to a permanent stair complete with one handrail and door (no lining supplied)
- Suits floor to floor heights between 2.31m and 3.3m
- Counterbalanced coil spring assisted mechanism and fixed 57° angle climb
- Available in two widths – 480mm (model 700) and 430mm (model 400), tread depth of approx. 140mm
- Stores as one complete stair (does not fold)
- Easily operates from above and below

ASH LADDER

A solid hardwood ladder that provides strong and stable access in any number of scenarios.

- Heavy duty ladder manufactured with ash strings and treads
- Comes flat packed complete with fixings to be constructed on site
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.0m
- Fixed timber ladder at 70° climb
- Ladder width measures 400mm
- Individual tread rise: 237mm
- Optional timber handrails and hook & bar set available
PLASTIC LOFT HATCH
Elegant construction ensures both straightforward installation and efficient operation.

- Opening size: 562 x 726mm
- Model P5370 has 50mm expanded polyurethane insulation
- Model P5370-L has 60mm polyurethane insulation
- Supplied in lightly textured white finish, so easy to clean or paint
- When door is closed no visible hinge can be seen
- Very easy installation
- Hinge detail set back from opening which creates a larger area to gain access to loft space

ROOF EXIT HATCH
An excellent weather and draught proofed roof exit hatch complete with structural frame.

- Available in aluminium or stainless steel with insulation
- Choice of 5 standard sizes available, non-standard sizes available on request
- Supplied with gas struts to aid opening mechanism and hold doors open when in use
- Opens by lever from below or key lock from above
- Safe, secure and simple to operate
- Powder coating to external trap door available

FIRE RATED HATCH
Combining clean lines, strength and insulated construction, ideal for both domestic and commercial loft access.

- Fire protection of 1 hour, with 2 hours available on request
- Suitable for both domestic and commercial loft access
- White powder coated steel door, tray and frame
- Three standard sizes designed to fit between 600mm trusses, with special sizes available on application
- Insulated with 100mm of Rockwool insulation
SANDRINGHAM
Individually hand-crafted in England, this bespoke electric stair combines luxury with precision joinery.

- Electrically operated folding stairway complete with lining, trapdoor and architraves
- Fully bespoke to suit your exact dimensional requirements
- Made in ash with beech treads; alternative wood options available
- Electric operation from above or below
- Handrail to both sides

WINDSOR
The Windsor Electric Sliding Stairway is a prestigious electrically operated access option.

- A deluxe electrically operated sliding stairway complete with lining, trapdoor and architraves
- Bespoke to suit your dimensions
- Made in ash with beech treads; alternative wood options available
- Operation from above or below
- Handrail to both sides
- Remote control or hard wired operation

BALMORAL
The Balmoral Electric Sliding Stairway offers a fully automated hand-crafted access option.

- Similar to the Windsor just on a smaller scale
- Electric operation from above or below
- Unit complete with lining, trapdoor and architraves
- Bespoke to suit your dimensions
- Made in ash with beech treads; alternative wood options available
- Handrail to both sides
- Hand-crafted in England

SKYLARK
A stylish and compact folding loft ladder unit controlled by an automated operating system.

- Electrically operated timber folding loft ladder with trapdoor
- Quality beech ladder with deep treads
- Available in a variety of opening sizes
- Suits floor to ceiling heights up to 3.2m
- Supplied with two handrails as standard
- Remote control operation and two hardwired switches provided
- Optional lacquer finish to ladder available

COLUMBUS ELEKTRO
Combining the robust Exklusiv ladder with an automated operating system, the Elektro is available in many sizes.

- Combines German engineering with near silent operation
- Ladder manufactured in aluminium alloy
- Available in a range of heights, ladder widths and hatch sizes
- Complete with hatch, frame, and operating system
- Available with either hard wiring or remote control operation
- Unit stores completely within the hatch space

FANTOZZI ELECTRIC
The Fantozzi Electric combines a stylish concertina ladder with a high-end automated operating system.

- Die-cast aluminium ladder operated by remote control
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.25m
- Available in a variety of opening sizes
- Supplied with trapdoor, 2 handrails and 2 grab rails as standard
- Ladder available in either a grey or white powder coated finish
**DOLLE MADRID**

The Madrid loft stair is an affordable and ergonomic option providing space-efficient access.
- Straight flight loft stair with steps housed into the strings
- Manufactured in spruce pine
- Flat packed for easy installation – no special tools required
- Supplied with mounting brackets
- The stair has a width of 572mm and a 57° climb
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.83m – subject to fitting and installation
- Ready to stain, varnish or paint
- Supplied with one handrail – second available on request
- Hook & bar set available, ideal for when you need to remove your stair for access

**DOLLE LISBON**

A wide stair and gentle angle mean the Lisbon provides an extremely comfortable climb.
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.83m
- The stair has a width of 672mm and a 63° climb
- Supplied in sanded spruce ready to paint, varnish or stain
- Supplied with one double-rail banister
- Second handrail is available

**DOLLE ARUNDEL**

A simple, yet attractive looking stair, the Arundel is an excellent option for when space is tight.
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.98m
- The stair has a width of 572mm and a 63° climb
- Supplied in sanded spruce ready to paint, varnish or stain
- Supplied with one handrail – second available on request

**DOLLE NORMANDIE**

Available with an optional balustrade, the Normandie is a heavy duty option ideal for a home environment.
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.98m
- The stair has a width of 572mm and a 63° climb
- Supplied in sanded spruce ready to paint, varnish or stain
- Supplied with one double-rail banister
- Second handrail is available

**DOLLE AMSTERDAM**

With its uniquely designed treads the Amsterdam is an ideal access solution where space is limited.
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.98m
- The stair has a width of 572mm and a 63° climb
- Supplied in sanded spruce ready to paint, varnish or stain
- Supplied with one double-rail banister
- Second handrail is available

**DOLLE AMSTERDAM**

With its uniquely designed treads the Amsterdam is an ideal access solution where space is limited.
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.98m
- The stair has a width of 572mm and a 63° climb
- Supplied in sanded spruce ready to paint, varnish or stain
- Supplied with one double-rail banister
- Second handrail is available

**DOLLE ARUNDEL**

A simple, yet attractive looking stair, the Arundel is an excellent option for when space is tight.
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.98m
- The stair has a width of 572mm and a 63° climb
- Supplied in sanded spruce ready to paint, varnish or stain
- Supplied with one handrail – second available on request

**DOLLE NORMANDIE**

Available with an optional balustrade, the Normandie is a heavy duty option ideal for a home environment.
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.98m
- The stair has a width of 572mm and a 63° climb
- Supplied in sanded spruce ready to paint, varnish or stain
- Supplied with one double-rail banister
- Second handrail is available

**DOLLE AMSTERDAM**

With its uniquely designed treads the Amsterdam is an ideal access solution where space is limited.
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.98m
- The stair has a width of 572mm and a 63° climb
- Supplied in sanded spruce ready to paint, varnish or stain
- Supplied with one double-rail banister
- Second handrail is available

**DOLLE ARUNDEL**

A simple, yet attractive looking stair, the Arundel is an excellent option for when space is tight.
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.98m
- The stair has a width of 572mm and a 63° climb
- Supplied in sanded spruce ready to paint, varnish or stain
- Supplied with one handrail – second available on request

**DOLLE NORMANDIE**

Available with an optional balustrade, the Normandie is a heavy duty option ideal for a home environment.
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.98m
- The stair has a width of 572mm and a 63° climb
- Supplied in sanded spruce ready to paint, varnish or stain
- Supplied with one double-rail banister
- Second handrail is available
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DOLLE GRAZ
The cost effectiveness and flexible design of the Graz make this one of our most popular products.
- Beech multiplex treads and steel metalwork
- Metalwork available in dark grey or black
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.92m
- Various configurations possible as 90° turns for the top and bottom of the stair can be incorporated
- Min. opening size of 1400 x 660mm
- Alternating style treads
- Supplied with one side of tubular balustrade which can be fitted to either side

DOLLE ROME
The Rome is a great looking, highly adjustable stair with stylish alternating treads.
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.45m
- Beech veneered treads with grey steel metalwork
- Banister consists of steel wire, uprights and beech handrail.
- Various configurations possible
- Upper floor balustrade available

DOLLE COPENHAGEN
The Copenhagen’s use of solid timber treads and contemporary banister create a very luxurious stair.
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.92m
- Hardwood rubber tree treads and handrail
- Stylish steel metalwork
- Various configurations possible
- Upper floor balustrade available
**MISTERSTEP GAMIA MINI**

The Gamia Mini has a compact and modern design perfect for access solutions where space is limited.

- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.57m
- Various layout configurations possible with the optional landing tread kit
- Beech treads and handrail are available in natural or dark walnut colour options
- Steel metalwork is a silver-grey colour
- Upper floor balustrade available

**ARKE KARINA**

The Karina is particularly suited for narrow spaces and its design allows flexibility in configuration.

- Can be constructed as a straight flight or can incorporate turns
- Metalwork available in black, white or grey
- Alternating beech treads are available in a light or dark finish
- Supplied with one tubular banister
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.29m
- Upper floor balustrade available

**ARKE KYA**

Blending high-design and functionality, the Kya is a superb stair that works in the smallest of spaces.

- Can be constructed as a straight flight or can include slight turns
- Metalwork available in black, white or grey
- Alternating beech treads are available in a light or dark finish
- Attractive handrail supplied
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.29m
- Upper floor balustrade available

**FANTOZZI GALLERY STAIRWAY**

An excellent space-saving access solution as the stair is pushed flat against the wall when not needed.

- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.57m
- Various layout configurations possible with the optional landing tread kit
- Beech treads and handrail are available in natural or dark walnut colour options
- Steel metalwork is a silver-grey colour
- Upper floor balustrade available

- Can be constructed as a straight flight or can include slight turns
- Metalwork available in black, white or grey
- Alternating beech treads are available in a light or dark finish
- Supplied with wheels so the stairway can be rolled into position ready for use
- Fitted with handrails to both sides, which continue above the floor level to act as exit grab rails
- Optional sliding rail available, allows the stairway to move from left to right along the wall
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ARKE KOMPACT
A stylish sister stair to the Komoda that incorporates all the style and functionality expected from Arke.

ARKE KOMODA
The Komoda’s striking appearance coupled with its flexible design makes it the answer to any access problem.

FONTANOT OAK 30
With solid oak treads and white metalwork, the Oak 30 will look great in any setting.

FONTANOT ZEN
The Zen is a stylish and versatile stair that can be installed to be straight flight or to have a 90 degree turn.

LOFT STAIRS | SPACE-SAVER STAIRS
DOMESTIC

Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.73m
Manufactured in steel and timber
Balustrade made up of 20mm thick steel balusters
Metalwork available in black, white or grey and beech treads available in light or dark finish
Stair width: 740mm or 890mm
Stair design can incorporate turns

Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.29m
Supplied with attractive handrail to one side
Second handrail available
Solid 40mm thick oak treads
Various configurations possible
Upper floor balustrading available

Manufactured in steel and timber
Metalwork comes in white
Beech handrail and birch/beech treads come in a Dark Havana colour
Alternating shaped treads
Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.51m
Upper floor balustrading available
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DOLLE TORONTO V3

Designed for both indoor and outdoor use, the Toronto V3 is a versatile access solution for many applications.

- Two diameter options available: 1250 and 1550mm
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.99m
- Supplied with galvanised steel treads, steel centre column and a fixed steel balustrade
- The balustrade is made up of galvanised 20mm steel balusters and a flexible 40mm PVC handrail
- Can ascend clockwise or anti-clockwise
- The landing tread supplied is a triangular design complete with its own balustrade section
- Optional upper floor balustrade kits (1m in length) available

ARKE KLOE

The Kloe offers a very modern yet classic look that makes for an eye-catching stair.

- Three diameter options available: 1200, 1400 and 1600mm
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.77m
- Steel metalwork is available in black, white or grey
- Beech treads are available in a light or dark finish
- Banister consists of steel balusters, stainless steel cables and a wood effect PVC handrail

DOLLE BARCELONA

The Barcelona is a cost-effective, modern looking spiral stair, which ensures a stylish and safe climb.

- Available in 1400mm diameter size only
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.91m
- Available with grey or black metalwork
- Beech multiplex treads
- Can ascend clockwise or anti-clockwise

DOLLE CALGARY

The Calgary has a very modern and contemporary look and feel thanks to its anthracite colour.

- Two diameter options available: 1200 and 1400mm
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 2.81m
- Beech multiplex treads and steel metalwork (anthracite colour)
- Flexible black 40mm PVC handrail
- Can ascend clockwise or anti-clockwise
ARKE KLAN

With a variety of options, the Klan is a highly customizable spiral stair that will look striking in any setting.

- Three diameter options available: 1200, 1400 and 1600mm
- Steel metalwork is available in black, white or grey
- Beech treads are available in a light or dark finish
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.77m
- Upper floor balustrading available

FONTANOT

OAK 70

The solid oak treads and stylish white metalwork of the Oak 70 create a very majestic spiral stair.

- Three diameter options available: 1100, 1300 and 1500mm
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.59m
- Solid 44mm thick oak treads
- Universal landing tread supplied complete with its own balustrade section
- The balustrade consists of 20mm steel balusters and attractive handrail
- Can ascend clockwise or anti-clockwise
- Upper floor balustrading kits (1200mm in length) available

ARKE CIVIK

An all steel construction, the Civik is a spectacular and tasteful spiral stair suitable for interior use.

- Steel metalwork is available in white, grey or black
- Three diameter options available: 1200, 1400 and 1600mm
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.76m
- Treads covered in hard-wearing, non-slip black panels
- Upper floor balustrading available
**ARKE CIVIK ZINK**
Suitable for outdoor use, the Civik Zink combines solidity with functionality.

- Manufactured in steel with a hot-dip galvanised zinc finish
- Three diameter options available: 1200, 1400 and 1600mm
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.76m
- Handrail is made from black extruded PVC
- Upper floor balustrading available

**MISTERSTEP GAMIA WOOD**
The Italian Gamia Wood Spiral Stair Kit is an elegantly designed stair available in a variety of options.

- Three diameter options available: 1200, 1400 and 1600mm
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.45m
- Beech treads available in natural or dark walnut colour
- Metalwork available in black or silver-grey
- Black Moplen (plastic) handrail

**MISTERSTEP GAMIA WOOD DELUXE**
This deluxe version of the Gamia Wood comes complete with a solid beech handrail.

- Three diameter options available: 1200, 1400 and 1600mm
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.45m
- Beech treads available in natural or dark walnut colour
- Metalwork available in black or silver-grey
- Solid beech handrail

**MISTERSTEP GAMIA METAL**
Incorporating a sleek and modern design the Gamia Metal Spiral is a very attractive access solution.

- Steel metalwork available in light grey or silver-grey
- Three diameter options available: 1200, 1400 and 1600mm
- Suits floor to floor heights up to 3.45m
- Black Moplen (plastic) handrail
- Can be installed to ascend clockwise or anti-clockwise
- Upper floor balustrading available